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Abstract
A 14-cm motif of a six-legged creature with raptorial forearms was discovered in the Teymareh rock art site in central Iran (Markazi Province)
during a 2017 and 2018 survey of petroglyphs or prehistoric stone engravings. In order to identify it, entomologists and archaeologists compared
the motif to local insects and to similar motifs and geometric rock art from
around the world. The inspected motif resembles a well-known ”squatter
man” motif based on aurora phenomena and found all over the world,
combined with a praying mantid (Mantodea), probably a local species of
Empusa. The petroglyph proves that praying mantids have been astounding
and inspiring humans since prehistoric times.
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Introduction
Rock art is visible in much of the world and is an integral part
of the history of humankind, serving as a form of nonverbal and
visual communication (Fossati et al. 1990). Petroglyphs (engraved
rock art, from the Greek petra meaning “stone”, and glypho meaning “carve”) have been used since prehistory to express feelings
and opinions. Petroglyphs often appear in similar contexts, such
as on the walls of caves and rocky shelters or on freestanding outdoor rocks (Bradley et al. 1994). The engraved images are diverse
and depict everything from simple geometric shapes (lines, circles, triangles, or squares) to more or less recognizable representations of creatures or elements from the local environment, such
as humans, animals, plants, or tools (van der Sluijs and Peratt
2010). Scholars studying the cultures of the past examine stone
art as an important source of data and try to describe them by
visual comparison (Burno and Lourandos 1998, Deufemia and
Paolino 2014). Understanding the meaning of petroglyphs carved
into stone thousands of years ago is highly challenging. The task is

similar to a game of Pictionary, albeit without the artist on hand to
say whose guess is correct (van der Sluijs and Peratt 2010).
Zoomorphic petroglyphs comprise a considerable amount of
rock art and attract zoologists’ attention throughout the world. Ira
et al. (1994) divided zoomorphic petroglyphs into four categories:
1) animals hunted for food, 2) domesticated animals (for food,
work, or pets), 3) animals with ritualistic symbolism (shamanism,
sorcery), and, finally, 4) purely artistic motifs (animals depicted
only for artistic purposes). As hunter-gatherers, early humans depicted mostly the large-sized animals (mostly mammals) that they
preyed upon or that were threatening their lives. The numerous
ancient rock arts with invertebrate motifs are less easily explained.
Several prehistoric images from around the world have been identified as invertebrates, such as a cave cricket motif carved into a
bison bone in the Magdalenian epoch (Chopard 1928), and more
are continuously being discovered (Loring and Loring 1996, Amador Bech 2015).
In Iran, zoomorphic petroglyphs are found in mountainous regions that were inhabited by nomadic tribes (Kazemi et
al. 2016). As invertebrate motifs in the country have been rather
understudied, with many of them unidentified or interpreted as
geometrics (Naserifard 2009, 2017), a team of local entomologists and archaeologists conducted a survey in 2017 and 2018 to
identify several arthropod-like petroglyphs found in Iran in 2017.
Consequently, some amazing motifs were discovered and/or their
likely identity determined, and one such motif is presented here.
The aim of this article is to present a new type of invertebratemorph petroglyph from Iran, and to put it in context.
Materials and methods
An engraved, arthropod-like image with a length of 14 cm
and a width of 11 cm (Fig. 1A) was found on a 30-degree sloped
boulder in the vicinity of Sarkubeh Village in the Teymareh Region of Markazi Province in the Islamic Republic of Iran (Fig. 2).
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The petroglyph was made using hammering and engraving techniques. International sanctions preclude the use of radiocarbon
dating methods to precisely date the petroglyphs, but a chronological survey estimated the petroglyphs in the region were created
in the range of 40,000–4,000 years ago (Samuels 2016).
To identify the depicted organism, taxonomic methods were
used. In particular, we analyzed morphological characters and
compared the petroglyph to arthropods known to be distributed
in this area and their behavioral characteristics. The motif was also
compared with ancient anthropomorphs and anthropomorphized
animal images in Iran and other countries to find possible similarities. The comparisons were independent of scale and rotation.
Results

different species of the genus (Battiston et al. 2010) (Fig. 3C, D).
Empusa spp. live in warm and dry environments like the Teymareh
Region of Iran, thus the same biota could have been present in the
area at the time the petroglyphs were carved. Theoretically, the large
”head” could instead depict the large pronotum of some mantid
species, such as Idolomantis or other species that lived in this region
in prehistory but are not present today. The unrelated insects, called
mantid lacewings (Neuroptera: Mantispidae), also have grasping
forelegs, but they are quite a bit smaller than mantids and have no
head expansion, so are unlikely to have inspired this motif.
The specific shape of the mid-legs and hind legs are the deceptive parts of the motif that could mislead the identification
process. In fact, the entire appearance of the motif is comparable with particular anthropomorphs that show a man-like figure
having two dots on either side of the midsection: e.g., fig. 14 in
Peratt (2003). The symbol is named “squatter man” (“squatting
man”), and some archaeologists believe that the motif is associated with aurora phenomenon due to plasma discharge, specifically a “Z-pinch instability” (Scott and Peratt 2003, Peratt 2004).
This anthropomorph has been discovered in several regions including northern Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, New Mexico, Armenia, Spain, Tyrolian Alps, Italy, United Arab Emirates, Guyana, and
Venezuela (Peratt 2003). Alternatively, in some ancient depictions,
it represents a human shape holding a circular object in the hand
(Lahafian 2013). The Iranian motif seems to be a combination of
“praying mantis” and “squatting (squatter) man,” so it is hereby
named “squatting (squatter) mantis man.”

The inspected petroglyph represents a six-legged creature with
grasping forelegs, and so was identified as a praying mantid (Mantodea). Characteristics of the petroglyph are a large triangular head
equipped with a vertical extension, large eyes, opened forelegs, intermediately looped mid-legs, and curved hind-legs (Fig. 1A, B).
The motif seems to have raised and opened its forelegs laterally, so it
may depict a menacing mantid. This posture is typically seen in various mantid species during intra- and/or inter-specific encounters
(Bonfils 1967, Edmunds 1975, Yamawaki 2011, Kolnegari 2020)
(Fig. 3A, B). Although the position of the forelegs brings to mind
the frightening pose (i.e., deimatic reaction) of a mantid, this type
of depiction might be due to the constraints of two-dimensional
rock art. The upper, linear part of the motif symbolizes the head
extension, which is comparable with some mantid species. Among Discussion
Iran’s mantodeans, Empusa spp. have similar head shapes as the
motif with an expanded vertex typical of the Empusini, although
While it is difficult to interpret prehistoric petroglyphs, morone can perceive variations in form and size of the extension in phological similarity and distinct features suggest the inspected
petroglyph likely symbolizes a praying mantid. Mantid-like motifs have been found in several regions around the world—some
were even considered as alien symbols (Davidson 2015)—but humanity’s interest in the praying mantis can be dated to prehistoric
times. Praying mantids had great value to the Mesopotamian people who established the first civilization (Panayotov et al. 2018).
In the Egyptian Book of the Dead (written on papyrus, 1555–1350
B.C.), praying mantids appear as the abyt-bird (bird-fly or birddancer), a smaller divinity of the underworld and a guide that accompanies the dead along their path in the Royal Palace of the
great divine spirits (Prete et al. 1999). Praying mantids also had a
hieroglyphic symbol, named “qdtm” (Evans 2004).
The main question is why prehistoric man was fascinated by
mantids as far back as at least 4,000 years ago, and, consequently,
why did they start scratching their images into solid rocks? Might
it be related to Lewis-Williams and Dowson's (1988) controversial
hypothesis that connects ancient rock art to using hallucinogenic
plants? Exaggeration and mysticism are seen in much prehistoric
rock art within and outside of Iran (Loring and Loring 1996, Sanders 2014, Sabzi and Hemati Azandaryani 2017). Mantids may also
have been depicted for their hunting ability, perhaps as inspiration to prehistoric human hunters. The praying mantids have always fascinated, scared, and astonished mankind with their camFig. 1. “Squatting mantis man” petroglyph. A. The inspected ouflage and mimicry ability, their skills in hunting and capturing
petroglyph, located in Teymareh Region, Khomein County, prey, and for their bizarre sexual behaviors (Battiston et al. 2010).
Unlike large mammals with practical connections to humans,
Markazi Province, Iran. IFRAO (International Federation of Rock
Art Organizations) Standard Scale: 10 cm from end to end. Photo such as those hunted or domesticated, arthropods are more rarely
credit: M. Naserifard. B. Black and white drawing of the motif (il- depicted in ancient petroglyphs. The useless but astonishing praying mantids could have merited petroglyphs of their forms by belustration by M. Kolnegari).
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Fig. 2. Locality of the “squatting mantis man” petroglyph. A. Map of Iran with Markazi Province highlighted and the location of the
Teymareh petroglyph site labeled on the insert in red (illustration by M. Kolnegari). B. Sarkubeh Village as seen from the petroglyph
site. C. The Teymareh petroglyph locality. Photo credit: M. Kolnegari.

Fig. 3. Praying mantids with records in Iran. A. Adult Bolivaria brachyptera Pallas, 1773, with raised and opened forelimbs in a deimatic
display. B. Adult Holaptilon brevipugilis Kolnegari, 2018. C. Empusa hedenborgii Stal, 1877, with opened forelimbs. D. Conehead mantis
Empusa pennicornis (Pallas, 1773). Photo credit: M. Kolnegari.
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ing part of ancient religions, fears, or admirations. The praying Ira G, Gonsalves J, Mundy P (1994) Animal diversity in prehistoric rock
art. In: Biodiversity in the Western Ghats, Information Kit. World
mantis has since ancient times been a symbol for the supernatural,
Wide Fund for Nature, India. Chapter 8–5, 1–4.
or that which stands between “the world of men and gods” (BatKazemi
M, Naseri Soomeh H, Tahmasebi F (2016) Study of dash complex,
tiston et al. 2010). An example includes several prehistoric pictopetroglyphs in Meshginshahr, northwest of Iran. International Jourgraphs in southern Africa representing “mantis people” with halfnal of Science and Research Methodology: Human 5: 317–328.
mantid bodies (Davidson 2015). These, and the Iranian mantid Kolnegari M (2020) Mating behavior of the Persian boxer mantid Holaptipetroglyph, bear witness that in prehistory, almost as today, praylon brevipugilis (Mantodea: Mantidae). Journal of Orthoptera Research
ing mantids were animals of mysticism and appreciation.
29: 35–39. https://doi.org/10.3897/jor.29.37595
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